The third “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB)” Day was celebrated in Wazir Ram Singh Govt. College Dehri, Kangra, HP on 29.02.2020, under the chairpersonship of Prof. Kuldeep Raj, Associate Prof. of English and the presence of EBSB Coordinator, Dr. Kamakshi Lumba and other staff members. The celebration started with a Pledge on Cleanliness in English and then in the official language of paired state Kerala, i.e. Malayalam. The program also included power-point presentations by the student members on some topics related to Kerala such as General introduction about the state, Important tourist places of Kerala, Kerala cuisine, Dance form Kathakali, Literary creation in Kerala etc. Certificates to prize winners of Essay-writing competition held on 2nd EBSB Day (25.01.2020) were also distributed. The celebration ended with Vote of thanks by one of the student members and National Anthem.